
The Tokyo Seimitsu Group is always committed to building a “ future full of dreams.”
　Semiconductor Company : Contribute to the realization of an advanced networked

society with cutting-edge technology.
   Metrology Company :       Aim to become a future-creating company that supports

  “innovation in manufacturing.”

Gaging the future with Metrology, Creating the future with Semiconductors.

・Growing together with partners and customers by collaborating technology,
knowledge and information to create the world’s No.  1 products.

・ WIN-WIN relationships create the world’s No.  1 products!

The Tokyo Seimitsu Group’s Action Guidelines focus on health and safety, quality, the environment and 
conservation of energy, and the unified power of our employees. Through business activities based on our 
action guidelines, we work to satisfy our customers and contribute to society by developing and supplying 
superior semiconductor manufacturing equipment and precision measuring instruments.

Our Group Code of Conduct covers compliance with laws and internal regulations, respect for human rights, 
fair and sincere business activities, ethical behavior, and other matters with which officers and employees 
must comply. We will maintain a transparent and proper corporate stance, construct a compliance 
management system, and promote compliance. The Tokyo Seimitsu Group will educate and raise awareness 
among officers and employees with regard to compliance with the Group Code of Conduct, and will further 
strive to strengthen their awareness of compliance with the code. We will also work to gain the 
understanding and cooperation of related stakeholders with regard to the Group Code of Conduct.

• Resolution of environmental issues
• Resolution of social issues
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1ＩCompliance with laws,
     regulations and social norms
2ＩRespect for human rights
3ＩConsideration for safety and 
     the environment
4ＩFair and sincere business activities
5ＩEntertainment, gifts, donations
      and bribery

  6ＩAppropriate information disclosure
7Ｉ Respect for intellectual

 property rights
8ＩInformation management
9ＩProhibition of insider trading

10ＩAvoidance of conflicts of interest
11ＩPreservation of Company assets
12ＩMedia relations

13ＩSevering relations with antisocial
        organizations or elements
14ＩThorough international 
        trade control
15ＩDealing with politics and religion
16ＩInternal control

1. Efforts to address environmental issues
2. Earning the trust of society
3. Respect for human rights

4. Human resource development
5. Participation in and contribution to local communities
6. Building and running a fair, transparent,

and efficient corporate governance system

▶ See page 13 for details.

The Tokyo Seimitsu Group is always committed to building a “future full of dreams.”

• Management foundation • Compliance
• Strengthening of risk management

Social sustainability Business sustainability

Sustainability of the Tokyo Seimitsu Group

●Sustainability System Chart

Under its corporate philosophy, the Tokyo Seimitsu Group 
has helped to make society more convenient and reduce 
environmental impacts through precision measuring 
instruments (which are indispensable in the high-efficiency 
product production processes of the manufacturers that are 
its customers) and semiconductor manufacturing equipment 
(which contributes to the production of electrical appliances 
that help conserve energy and resources).
At the same time, the corporate operating environment has 
undergone drastic changes, which have prompted us to 
reaffirm the importance of sustainability as a management 
issue and redouble our sustainability activities.For this 
reason, in November 2021 we formulated the Basic 
Sustainability Policy and established the Sustainability 
Committee.

With a view to sustainable growth for the Group and society, 
this committee positioned our raison d'être (Purpose) as 
“Gaging the future with Metrology, Creating the future with 
Semiconductors,” and decided on our ideal state (Vision). 
Starting from these Purpose and Vision, we will identify 
important issues (materiality) and reflect specific initiatives 
and targets in the medium-term management plan to 
enhance the effectiveness of sustainability activities. In 
addition, we will strengthen our sustainability promotion 
structure to realize our Purpose, and aim to realize a 
sustainable society and the sustainable growth of the Tokyo 
Seimitsu Group through dialogue and collaboration with our 
stakeholders. 




